
  

The displays of the Perpetual Calendar are in line with the Gregorian calendar 

for a whole century. Its mechanical memory is combined with a flyback chronograph 

mechanism in the “Léman Flyback Chronograph with Perpetual Calendar”
(Ref. 2685F-3630-53B). A grand complication from Blancpain’s master-watchmakers.

Day-, month- and leap year-wheel of 
the perpetual calendar mechanism
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Blancpain launches its new triple barrel 8 day power reserve caliber

INTENSE
SIMPLICITY

VACHERIN MONT-D’OR
The intimate mingling of milk and wood



DEAR FELLOW WATCH CONNOISSEURS

Welcome to Issue No. 2 of Letters du Brassus! 

This is indeed a special issue. For a considerable period of time we at Blancpain have been

hard at work developing our new 13R0 caliber. This

movement has been conceived entirely anew working

from the ground up. Now after all of these months 

of secret labor, I am thrilled to be able to pull off the

wraps, so to speak, and show you all of the exciting 

features and details of this new movement in our “Intense

Simplicity” article. The title “Intense Simplicity” I hope

gives you a sense of how we here at Blancpain made our choices and design decisions.

At every turn we strove to refine each functional and aesthetic element with the goal of

intense simplicity in mind. In addition to further your understanding of this movement,

we have prepared a short 3D movie which we showed at our debut ceremony at the

Cité du Temps in Geneva on October 13, 2006. These movies are available for your view-

ing on our website www.Blancpain.com. This too marks another first for Lettres du

Brassus, the extension of our print articles to movies and animations delivered over the web. 

I hope you enjoy our second issue!

Marc A. Hayek
CEO Blancpain
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“TOO MANY NOTES!” WAS EMPEROR JOSEPH II’S

VERDICT ON A MOZART PIECE IN THE STAGING OF

AMADEUS. OF COURSE HE WAS WRONG IN THAT

INSTANCE, BUT THE SENTIMENT WAS RIGHT. HOW

MANY TIMES ARE WE CONFRONTED BY WONDERFUL

CREATIONS GONE WRONG BECAUSE OF NEEDLESS

COMPLEXITY?

INTENSE
SIMPLICITY

04 | 05

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON WITH PHOTOS FROM ANDREAS KOSCHATE

T ake mobile phones for example. Nothing

short of brilliant engineering is poured

into these slim slivers of silicon, all poisoned

by a Byzantine menu system. Just because the

phone rings too loudly do you really want to

sail off on a menu world tour passing by the

“options” menu, then a turn east to “tools”,

followed by a sojourn in “personal settings”,

sprint by “audio” to arrive, breathless, at

“ring” and then, with a marathoner’s endor-

phin surge to lunge across finish line labeled

“volume”?

I N  T I M E
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WINSTON CHURCHILL HAD IT SPOT ON WHEN HE SAID: “OUT OF INTENSE 

COMPLEXITIES, INTENSE SIMPLICITIES EMERGE.” IN A WAY HIS 

OBSERVATION CAN BE SEEN AS THE INSPIRATION FOR BLANCPAIN’S NEW 

LE BRASSUS MANUAL WIND MOVEMENT DUBBED THE CALIBER 13R0. 

Or perhaps haute cuisine is your calling. Are

you really enchanted by chefs who propose a

“croustiant of butterflied loin of lamb in a

bird’s eye chile and tapioca nage accented by

daikon, baby spring vegetables and Brittany

oysters infused with saffron”. Too many notes!

Winston Churchill had it spot on when

he said: “Out of intense complexities,

intense simplicities emerge.” In a way his

observation can be seen as the inspiration

for Blancpain’s new Le Brassus manual

wind movement dubbed the caliber 13R0.

What Blancpain has done is painstaking

study of each of the elements of fine man-

ual wind movements and selection of not

the most intricate, not the most complex,

not the most elaborate, but instead the

most refined solutions. 

It is revealing of Blancpain’s whole approach

to the project of developing the 13R0 that it

debuts as a manual wind. Ultimately it is

envisioned that the 13R0 will evolve into an

automatic winding version and be broadly

used across Blancpain’s product lines. How-

ever to target an automatic version at the

outset would blur the focus on the core

essentials, getting in the way of the defining

“intense simplicities”.

Start with the balance wheel. This, of course,

is the heart of the watch’s rate keeping.

Most commonly mechanical movements

employ some means of varying the effective

length of the balance spring (termed by watch-

makers “the spiral”) to adjust the rate. Make

the effective length of the spiral longer and

the balance will rotate more slowly; make it

shorter and the reverse is true. Most typically

an arm (called a “racket”) which brackets the

spiral with two miniscule pins on either side of

the spring can be moved to different positions

to change the effective length by changing

the position where the pins contact the spring.

Many companies elaborate this system by

adding a swan neck attached to the arm,

giving the movement a more decorative

appearance in the process. However, the more

elegant approach is to not vary the effective

length of the spiral at all. Instead it is to con-

trol the rate by mounting screws on the peri-

meter of the balance wheel. When the screws

are tightened to an interior position, the effec-

tive diameter of the balance wheel is reduced,

increasing the rate of its swing. Think of an ice

skater performing an Olympian spin. When

the arms are pulled in the rate of rotation

increases. The same is true with a screwed

regulation system. The rate of rotation varies

as the screws are positioned inward or out-

ward.

Apart from the inherent elegance of a

screwed regulation system—which dispenses

with the clutter of an adjusting arm or swan

neck regulator—there are other advantages.

Because the spiral’s effective length is not

being adjusted, which inevitably slightly dis-

torts its form, a nearly perfect concentric

shape of the spiral can be achieved. To perfect

the shape still further, Blancpain reached back

in time for an innovation from the famous

watchmaker A. L. Breguet. He discovered

that if the outer end of the spiral were bent

slightly upwards, running parallel above the

plane of the rest of the spring, then attachment

of the end could be achieved with a minimal

disturbance of the rest of the spiral’s shape.

This upward bend of the end of the spiral, 

or “terminal curve” as it is often called, has

for years born his name “Breguet spiral”. By

avoiding a regulator arm and using the Breguet

spiral, Blancpain reduced the possibilities of

small rate changes which are produced by a

balance spiral whose shape is distorted by

the regulation arm. There is considerably more

effort required to achieve this construction.

Each balance spiral, breathtakingly thin, must

have the Breguet terminal curve formed by

hand. There is no machine offered on the

market which is capable of producing a com-

parable result. But there is reward for the

effort: if the owner dons a loop and observes

The Breguet overcoil seen on edge and from 

above. Note how the terminal curve lies parallel 

to the plane of the spiral.

Le Brassus, “8 Jours”, Ref. 4213-3442-55B.



produces a rate change of 30 seconds a day.

Thus, once the watch is placed on a timing

machine and its rate is measured, the

watchmaker knows precisely how many

turns are required to calibrate the watch.

Aiding the process, Blancpain fitted each of

the regulation screws with square heads so

that the watchmaker can more easily see

precisely how much of a turn he or she has

applied to the screw and, adding to their

allure, the square-headed balance screws

are fashioned out of yellow gold.

The thought process of balance design did

not terminate there. Blancpain next turned to

materials. For centuries watchmakers have

battled temperature changes in balance

wheel engineering. It is a characteristic of all

metals that they expand as temperature rises.

Of course, with expansion, diameter increas-

es and, if nothing more were done, the watch

would slow down. For the caliber 13R0

Blancpain selected a titanium alloy for the

balance wheel. Not only is this a lighter mate-

rial, which consumes less energy in its swings

back and forth, but it is less susceptible to

temperature changes than Glycydur (a mix-

ture of copper and beryllium), which is the

alloy used almost universally by the industry. 
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EACH ELEMENT HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO GIVE VOICE 

TO ITS ESSENCE WITHOUT A SINGLE UNWANTED FRILL.

the balance spring, he will see that the shape

of the spiral remains concentric. Watchmakers

use the term “breathing”. As the balance

wheel turns back and forth, the spiral expands

and contracts, which is likened to a chest cav-

ity expanding and contracting during breath-

ing. The design goal is a balance spiral which

breathes in a way with minimum distortion

of the concentric form. Such a circular breath-

ing pattern endows the watch with superior

rate performance as the watch is placed in

different positions.

The second advantage is robustness. 

If the watch’s rate depends upon the posi-

tion of the arm holding the balance spiral,

hard shocks carry the risk of changing the

position of the arm and hence the rate of

the watch. Where the spring is fixed and

rate set by screws on the balance wheel

itself, the likelihood of a shock-induced

change is much less. 

A n additional benefit from screw regu-

lation is that watch regulation trial

and error is all but eliminated. With a regu-

lation arm, changes in the rate are accom-

plished by gentle pushes on the arm. The

watchmaker then is obliged to observe the

result from the push. Often the watchmaker

pushes back and forth on the arm before

the desired rate is achieved. However, with

balance screws rate changes are calibrated

and known ahead of time. For example

with the caliber 13R0, a one quarter turn

Detailed view of the titanium balance showing the Breguet spiral and gold square-headed regulation screws.



Perhaps the most astute observers of indus-

try trends, might be moved to wonder why

Blancpain did not go further down the path

of new materials for the balance. Several

brands have recently proposed balance

assemblies using silicon derivatives for the

balance spiral—promoting their perfect

shapes, produced not by the hands of a

watchmaker manually forming a Breguet 

spiral, but by an automated electronic pro-

cess, not far removed from the production of

silicon computer chips. The reason is simple.

There is an accumulated wealth of knowl-

edge of the behavior of hand-fashioned bal-

ance springs—how to produce them, how

they age, how to handle them during repair.

As perfect as the silicon production process

may be, there is no similar depth of experi-

ence with the new material. In Blancpain’s

view, the risk reward equation did not merit a

shift to silicon at this time. 

The process of refinement did not stop with

the balance. Attention turned next to power

reserve. The 1150 movement which Blancpain

has been using for more than a decade was

revolutionary when it was introduced offering

a 100-hour power reserve, then the highest in

the industry for a regular production automat-

ic movement. Merely duplicating that feat

ten years on was rejected out of hand. Thus,

Blancpain decided to move the bar to achieve an

8 day power reserve for the 13R0. Shrewd

readers will know that power reserve statistics

are bit like megapixel specifications for mod-

ern cameras; higher is not necessarily better.

There are a lot of digital cameras offering

huge numbers of megapixels and inferior

photos. Similarly there are watches promoted

with long power reserves and mediocre rate 

performance. The problem is isochronism.

Although it might be the case that a high

reported power reserve for a watch means

that it will run for the long stated period, it will

not always be the case that it will run at a con-

stant rate. Without careful engineering, the

watch will run at a faster rate as the spring

unwinds and the energy it produces drops.

The trick becomes attainment of not only a

long running period, but a flat force curve for

that period so that the watch’s rate will remain

little changed as the mainspring unwinds. 
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THE TRICK BECOMES ATTAINMENT OF NOT ONLY A LONG RUNNING PERIOD,

BUT A FLAT FORCE CURVE FOR THAT PERIOD SO THAT THE WATCH’S RATE

WILL REMAIN LITTLE CHANGED AS THE MAINSPRING UNWINDS. 

The caliber 13R0 achieves this brilliantly.

If the force curve over the 8 day power

reserve period is examined, one will notice

very little variation in the force delivered by

the barrels.

Three mainspring barrels, running in series,

are the secret behind this extraordinarily

flat power curve. But there is much more

involved than simply adding more barrels. If

multiple barrels are put in series with the

same spring in each, the barrel which is

directly attached to the gear train of the

watch will not get fully wound and will not

receive efficient transfers of energy from the

other barrels. In order for barrels to work

together the strength of the spring for

each barrel has to be calibrated carefully.

Painstaking calculations were made to arrive

at the ideal result. The barrel which directly

drives the running train of the watch has a

slightly weaker spring than the other two

barrels which are attached to it. This way, as

this first barrel depletes its energy, the other

two barrels will apply sufficient force to

rewind it. Further to insure full winding, the

other two barrels utilize a slip spring, com-

mon with automatic movements. When the

barrel is fully charged, winding can continue

without damage as the spring simply slips in

its housing as the barrel is turned further.

The first barrel, which is not directly wound

through the crown, but only wound through

linkage to the other two barrels has a fixed

spring. Result: a flat power curve and a

manual wind watch protected from spring

damage through overwinding.

Other technical details were lavished on the

movement. Many movements with a date dis-

play have a constraint. The watch can never

be turned backwards through midnight when

setting the time. The danger with those move-

ments is that the date changing mechanism

will be damaged. The 13R0 has been equipped

with a date changing system which is protected

against damage if the watch is turned back-

wards through midnight. The small finger

which actuates the date ring in that instance

simply slides past the tooth on the date ring

without harm to either itself or the ring.

As there has been more than meets the eye

in the technical elements of the caliber, that

theme applies as well to the aesthetics. It has

become rather common for haut de gamme

movements to feature “chatons” as a finishing

The barrel train. Although largely identical in 

external appearance, the barrel closest to the 

crown have different springs and design from 

the barrel at the opposite end.

View Blancpain’s 3D animations of 

the caliber 13R0 at

http://www.blancpain.com/e/downloads/movies/ 



flourish. Chatons are gold inserts placed into

the holes drilled in movement plates and

bridges into which jewels are inserted. The

visual effect is mesmerizing, gold chatons

bearing the movement’s jewels visually seem

to pop out of the plates bearing them. 

A somewhat similar optical impression

emerges from the 13R0. Extra large jewels

shimmer in what appear to be gold settings.

But the 13R0 does not use chatons. Indeed,

the quest for “intense simplicity” would

have been violated had chatons been used.

Chatons served a purpose before modern

high-precision tools were developed for

drilling holes in plates and bridges and pre-

cision techniques existed for producing syn-

thetic rubies. When the holes were of

imprecise dimensions and the jewels to be

fit within them were similarly of irregular

size, some means needed to be developed

to mate the two in a secure way. A gold set-

ting, soft and flexible fits the bill perfectly. By

inserting a jewel of imprecise shape and size

into a flexible gold cushion and then insert-

ing that assembly into an imprecise hole,

watchmakers a century ago were able to

surmount the sizing obstacles that con-

fronted them. As well, use of the chaton

allowed watchmakers to minimize the risk

of breaking what were then very expensive

and fragile jewels during the process of

removal. Although a pleasant visual appeal

was produced using chatons, the purpose

was entirely functional and utilitarian.

To Blancpain it made no sense to misuse,

in effect, a technique that served no pur-

pose when holes and jewels could be per-

fectly mated to each other with an approxi-

mate four-micron tolerance without a gold

cushion. Indeed, adding a soft gold chaton

apart from its visual “curb appeal” would

make the movement less precise than it

would be were they left out. Instead, to add

visual interest to the movement, Blancpain

remained entirely devoted to modern preci-

sion but captured the aesthetic of a century

ago by mating double chamfering with the

historic finishing look known as “œil de per-

drix” (partridge eye) for the setting of the

jewels. The jewel settings are gold plated on

the surface after the bridge or plate is pro-

duced. The setting itself has a highly pol-

ished double trough shape which highlights

the beauty of the extra large jewels. 

The simple harmony of the result belies

the effort to achieve it. No fewer than six

steps are required to produce the double-

chamfered partridge eye bridges. First the

bridge in rough form must be cut. Next 

the double trough is painstakingly hand-

formed. Then a delicate hand polishing is

applied to produce a mirror finished sur-

face. The fourth step is to gold plate the

surface, taking care to mask off the remain-

der of the bridge. Fifth, the Côte de Génève

(the delicate striping decoration of the
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There is somewhat of a trend in the

industry to simplify movement construction

by elimination of bridges. Considering the

effort that must be expended to produce a

single bridge, there is some attraction in

bridge) and anglage (careful rounding and

polishing of the edges) finishes are hand-

applied to the bridge. Finally, the partridge

eyes are masked off and the bridge is rhodi-

um plated.

cost cutting through “bridge consolida-

tion”. This was one area where the quest

for “intense simplicity” or ultimate refine-

ment of a manual wind movement did not

dictate elimination of elements. Blancpain’s

designers instead followed watchmaking

tradition of artfully sculpted bridges.

Particular care was taken to open up the

center of the movement allowing view of

the large seconds wheel. 

T he intense simplicity theme has been

carried over to the exterior appearan-

ce—case, dial, hands, strap, buckle. The

aesthetic choices made here in the area that

Blancpain internally calls l’habillage de la

montre, literally the “dressing of the

watch” reflect the choices made in the

design of the movement. Each element has

been designed to give voice to its essence

without a single unwanted frill. The case is

offered in platinum in the Le Brassus collec-

tion design—classic and understated. There

is a private charm to platinum as a case

material. Its appearance calls no attention

to itself. Indeed it may be said that to the

outside world, it radiates the look of com-

mon stainless steel. But to the owner both

its heft and subtle surface tones, seen only

at close range, confirm its platinum rarity.

Likewise, the dial and hands broadcast 

no more than is necessary, soberly fashioned

to present the indications of time, sweep

seconds, date and power reserve.

Completing the package is a hand-sewn

black crocodile strap and platinum deployant

buckle.

�

I N  T I M E

BLANCPAIN REMAINED ENTIRELY DEVOTED TO MODERN PRECISION BUT 

CAPTURED THE AESTHETIC OF A CENTURY AGO BY MATING DOUBLE 

CHAMFERING WITH THE HISTORIC FINISHING LOOK KNOWN AS “ŒIL 

DE PERDRIX” (PARTRIDGE EYE) FOR THE SETTING OF THE JEWELS. 

A view of the sculptured beauty of the center wheel bridge. The double-chamfered finishing of the extra large jewels is all done by hand.

The date change mechanism.  If the watch is turned backwards past midnight, 

the changing cam passes harmlessly past the date disk teeth.
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THE INTIMATE 
MINGLING OF
MILK AND WOOD

VACHERIN MONT-D‘OR:

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ     WITH PHOTOS FROM HUGUES DE WURSTEMBERGER

“YOU COULD MAKE VIOLINS WITH THE WOOD 

THAT IS USED TO MAKE VACHERIN MONT-D’OR.”  



A R T  D E  V I V R E

We long for spring now, we want to

see the new green grass begin to

grow.” Such is the heart-felt plea for spring

expressed by a country farmer. Daniel

Hauser can hardly wait to climb up the

mountain to the chalet on the Combe Noire

which lies above the village of Le Lieu. 

Having crossed the Mollendruz pass, we

finally arrive in the Vallée de Joux, home 

of Vacherin Mont-d’Or, a unique cheese 

that was granted its very own Protected

Designation of Origin (known in French as

the Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée, or AOC)

in the autumn of 2003, just as the herds

were descending to their winter quarters. 

The dismal weather means spring is

delayed, almost as if it were ignoring the cal-

endar. Daniel and his 36 cows are champing

at the bit, as he sits at the large kitchen table

when the day’s work is done, and the cows

ruminate in the barn, deprived of pasture

land by the prolonged winter. A farmer 

really has no choice but to obey the laws of

nature. He simply waits, just as he will sub-

sequently await the autumn start of the

Vacherin Mont-d’Or season by making

mountain Gruyère. The production area for

Gruyère includes that of Vacherin, or the

reverse, depending on your viewpoint.

Whether it is hard and crusted or soft, runny,

and boxed, the cheese makers in this corner

of Western Switzerland between Lake

Geneva and the Lac de Joux master both dis-

tinct skills. The transition from one cheese to

the other takes place in harmony with the

seasons: autumn/winter for the small boxes;

spring/summer for the giant rounds. 

Later on in the year, as the Vallée de Joux

awaits the first frosts and with the milk for

Gruyère filling the village vats and the cop-

per pots of the mountain, the Mont-d’Or

artisans nonetheless are already beginning

their preparations for the great day.

Foresters, wood strippers, sawyers, assem-

blers: a host of tradesmen responsible for

the parts of the unique wooden boxes, a

trademark of Mont-d’Or, are already spring-

ing into action. Straps, wedges, and boxes—

everything must be ready for the marriage of

milk and wood.

We have arrived at the home of Marianne

and Armand Golay in the village of Les

Charbonnières. Marianne is carefully supervis-

ing the start of the wood cutting in a corner

of the centuries-old 18,400 acre acacia/pine

forest which carpets the ridges and hollows of

the Vallée de Joux. She has absolutely no need

to peer through the forest, nor to locate the

shrill buzz of the chain saw, nor even to listen

to the crash of a tree being felled, for she is

married to the source of everything she needs

to know on the subject. Armand the forester

tells her where to go to find the wood for

bands which will be used for cheese making,

since each Vacherin cheese needs to be
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Vacherin Mont-d’Or is a washed-rind cheese with a surface featuring undulations that are

accentuated as it matures. Its color ranges from amber yellow to reddish brown. Its paste

is ivory yellow in color with a soft to slightly runny consistency, and the small holes pres-

ent at the start of the process progressively disappear. The height of the cheese varies from

3 to 6 centimeters and its diameter from 10 to 32 centimeters, and it is encircled by a

spruce band. After maturing on spruce planks for a period of between 17 and 25 days, the

cheeses are placed within boxes of the same wood. The flavor of a young Vacherin Mont-

d’Or is slightly mild and sweet, subsequently acquiring a stronger, spicier taste, with notes

of spruce resin.



encircled by a thin strip of wood. This is an

important task that requires not only strength,

but also dexterity, finesse, and a keen eye. First

she must find a top-quality tree meeting her

standards, meaning without too many knots

and if possible felled during a waning moon

period. That way the strips will dry better. The

next step is called barking and is performed by

hand with a drawknife. A specially sensitive

touch is required, because the tree bark has to

be expertly stripped while taking care to avoid

harming the pith which carries the sap. It is

there, from this living layer, that the strips are

taken. Marianne firmly but delicately wields

the scraper, another stripping tool which she

dips into milking grease to ensure the sticky

pitch does not cling to the metal. Cut into

slices of 40, 50, or 110 centimeters, the fresh

fragrant bands are then fastened together in a

bundle and dried in the sun. Machine drying is

out of the question in Les Charbonnières,

where tradition is spelled with a capital “T”. In

any event, she would not have the financial

means to install technical equipment such as

can be found on the other side of the border,

in France. Formerly exercised by woodcutters

or farmers, this characteristic activity of the

Jura vaudois region almost sank into oblivion

due to economic pressures that set little store

by a form of craftsmanship that is an integral

part of the Vallée de Joux cultural heritage.

Will the Protected Designation of Origin (AOC)

status give a fresh boost to this discreet 

profession? Marianne certainly hopes that

the younger generation, motivated by the

nobility of a product whose fabrication is so

deeply rooted in the forest, will take up the

torch before it is too late.

The close relationship between trees and

pastures is not a matter of folk myth.

Stemming from local traditions, it is indeed

mandatory and strictly imposed by the tech-

nical specifications themselves, starting with

the ring that holds the cheese: “The cheese

is encircled by a band of spruce which must

come from the Franco-Swiss border region.”

With respect to the boxes, they must be

“made of spruce from the same area as the

band, with a maximum thickness of four mil-

limeters for the lid, five millimeters for the

base, while the maximum thickness of the

fold must not exceed one and a half millime-

ters for a height of six centimeters.” The pre-

cision of these specifications gives an idea of

the strictness of the regulations.

The end of August spells the arrival of the

Vallée de Joux specialty: the joint-trade

organization sets the exact date for the start

of production. That is the day that Daniel

stores away his large vat signaling the end of

Gruyère, to be replaced by Vacherin.

Twice a day, in the morning and the

evening, Daniel delivers his milk to his

nephew, the cheese maker Patrick Hauser in

the village of Le Lieu. Excitement fills the air in

the production premises. In Le Brassus, in

Champagne, from the Jura foothills to the

flanks of Mont Tendre, all the cheese artisans

in the designated geographical production

area appear to be in a state of frenzied antici-

pation, pervaded by a palpable sense of

apprehension. Putting away the implements

for making Gruyère and replacing them with

those for Mont-d’Or is one thing, but working

out how to organize staff is another.“We can

make the hard cheese relatively easily with

two or three people, but in the middle of Mont-

d’Or season we need 16 or 17 workers which

includes six women to place the rings, box the

cheese, and wrap it in cling film. The whole

process has to run smoothly and efficiently:
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from making the molds right through to the

duly labeled ready-to-eat product, everything

is done by hand. I even handle customer

prospection and deliveries myself.”

Commercial outlets are another worry. Patrick

and his colleagues work with no safety net,

without any prior contract with a merchant

such as is the case for Gruyère. With each new

season, they have to once again follow up

with their customary distribution channels or

find new ones. What will their customers’

reactions be? What state will the market be

in? For Patrick, things are clear: “If we have an

Indian summer in October, we’ll doubtlessly

be in a mess.” And what size should he make?

Small? Large? It is difficult to anticipate the

demand. In what seems much like a lottery

at the time of actually placing the product on

the market, the cheese makers and refiners in

the Vacheron Mont-d’Or production chain

have to handle the full range of responsibili-

ties: production, maturing in their own cellars,

and right through to sales. Meanwhile, the

joint-trade organization handles marketing,

hygiene, and monthly fixing of rates. This is

4:30 am. Things are on the move. Left to

rest and cool during the night, the milk

drawn the previous evening is mixed with

milk taken in the morning and slowly

warmed before adding the cultures for acid-

ification and the rennet for curdling. Stirring,

separation of the curdled mass, cutting the

shapes with a cheese wire or knife according

to the required diameter, pouring into molds

… Step after step, the work continues until

the mixture is immersed in a salt water bath

for two or three hours depending on the 

size of the cheese. The entire process lasts

approximately five hours. 

This is hard sweaty work. So sighs Maria, a

Portuguese worker as she dons her white cap

and overall and enters the workshop to per-

form the most symbolic step in the making of

Vacherin Mont-d’Or: namely placing the strips

of wood like a ribbon around the waist of the

cheese. Except that these particular ribbons

have been boiled to sterilize and soften them,

and Maria scalds her fingers in the process. 

From the forest to the milk, from the band

to the cheese, from Marianne to Maria, we

have almost come to the end of the gesta-

tion period. All that is left is the maturing 

of the cheese in the cellars maintained at 

a constant temperature and humidity rate

(12 degrees and 95% humidity), under the

close supervision of authorized personnel

only. During three weeks of daily care, the

soft cheese has time to ripen and deepen

slightly in color. Emerging into daylight once

more, the Vacherins are placed snugly in

their jewel-case, the elegant boxes that are

also made by local craftsmen. This truly is a

cheese that is tightly bound to the forest and

from which many people make a living. And

the trees of the Vallée de Joux give gener-

ously to those who make the cheese and to

the cheese itself, with its fragrant distinctive

packaging. Thanks to these unique trees,

this beautiful cheese is finally ready to be

savored by the gourmets who seek it out.

These eager cheese lovers can satisfy their

passion until the end of February, when the

time comes to return to making Gruyère.

how the small world of Vacherin Mont-d’Or is

organized, encompassing a community of

farmers and cheese makers comprising 250

producer families that deliver 4 million kilos of

milk that are transformed into 590 tons of fin-

ished cheese by 16 cheese refiners. 

For consumers, impatiencegrows in step with

the autumn colors. It is not a rare occurrence

in the villages to overhear probing questions

put to the cheese refiners: “So what do you

have in your cellar? When are we going to see

the first release?” Patience. Patience. Like for

any beauty, you have to wait for Mont-d’Or. It

is to cheese as Beaujolais Nouveau is to wine.

Patrick gently closes the door to his cheese

room as if he were piously closing the door

of a chapel. “I have to be careful. During fab-

rication the future Vacherin is very sensitive to

draughts.” Close attention and a delicate

touch are the keynotes even before the ac-

tual birth, much like two good fairies leaning

over the cradle and keeping watch over the

environment which fosters the delectable

subtleties that produce the delicious melting

flavors of real Vacherin Mont-d’Or AOC. 
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PATIENCE. PATIENCE. LIKE FOR ANY BEAUTY, 

YOU HAVE TO WAIT FOR MONT-D’OR. IT IS TO 

CHEESE AS BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU IS TO WINE.



In St.-Georges, a tranquil village tucked into

the foothills of the Jura, Christian Mignot,

Guy Berseth, and Pascal Monneron sit smiling,

and with a clink of their glasses toast each

other. It is time to see how they have done.

They are respectively the cheese maker of the

village, one of the six producers of the milk,

and the director of distribution. Pascal is

preparing to present the figures for the first

season of production under the Protected

Designation of Origin (AOC). The label has

immediately demonstrated its virtues and is

doubtlessly the key reason behind the excep-

tional results. It is clear to see that earning

AOC status, with the demands that it places

on the producers and with the guarantees it

provides consumers, has been a determining

factor for the entire production chain. Produc-

tion has increased 10%, particularly thanks to

exports to France, which are up by 24 tons.

But that is not all. Remember the wish of

Marianne Golay, nearly the last band maker in

the Vallée de Joux? Well, it seems her wish

has been granted. A trade previously on the

verge of extinction is now experiencing a ren-

aissance. Pascal Rachet, owner of a forestry

business in Le Brassus, has committed to

launching large-scale production of bands. He

has calculated that production of the soft

cheese requires 600 kilometers of bands,

which translates into work for three of four

people over eight months. That is precisely

one of the objectives of the politicians when

implementing the Federal Ordinance on

Protected Designations of Origin. Thanks to

such certified cheeses, born of tradition, pro-

duced under strictly controlled conditions, and

offering a unique quality and taste, the goal is

to ensure the enduring economic survival of

peripheral regions by maintaining a vibrant

local agriculture—a worthy aim that is gradu-

ally being fulfilled in the Vallée de Joux. 

Better still, these seem to be lasting bene-

fits, rather than a flash in the pan. Pascal

Monneron estimates that the level of sales will

continue to grow on both local and interna-

tional markets. Christian, the cheese maker

from St.-Georges, is as convinced as the direc-

tor of distribution; in referring to the issue of

quality, he concurs in his own way: “We are a

bit like wine makers; the next vintage will be

even better, that’s for sure!” Perhaps this

explains why three new cheese makers have

launched or revived production of Mont-d’Or,

thereby confirming the hopes of Pascal and

Christian. Total production should exceed 600

tons during the years to come. If one exam-

ines the production chain in reverse, starting

with sales, through cheese making and all the

way down to milk production, one can see

benefits reaching all the way to farmers, who

are the first link in the chain. Guy and his

farming colleagues see financial rewards for

themselves from the increase in production.

Compared to Gruyère, the milk for Vacherin

Mont-d’Or AOC pays three centimes more.

Those three centimes mean a lot during these

times of restructuring, when the viability of

Swiss milk production is constantly challenged
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by the comparison between the Swiss price and

that of milk produced in the European Union. 

Every benefit has a downside. Both counter-

feiting and unfair competition have been

drawn to this now prestigious AOC market-

place, despite the protective measures put in

place. Alluding to these issues wipes the smile

off the face of our three comrades. Cheeses

bearing a strange resemblance to the Vaudois

speciality have been popping up all over the

place. The silky, creamy paste, the washed

crust, the round shape, the wooden band: all

the characteristic features are there … except

the taste and the production methods which

are far removed from the rigorous standards

imposed by the rules of the AOC. 

Render unto Caesar that which belongs to

Caesar. The idea of surrounding an end-of-

season cheese—produced when the cows no

longer yielded enough milk to make an entire

round of Gruyère—with a wooden band was

an idea that doubtlessly took shape two or

three hundred years in the minds of the

cheese makers who summered in the high

mountain pastures of the Vallée de Joux. The

trick at the time was to find a means of hold-

ing together a somewhat runny cheese that

was otherwise too soft to transport. It was

only later that the aromatic properties of

spruce were discovered. Tests with plastic

boxes have shown that encircling the cheese

with inert material causes it to lose all its

character. The Vacherin Mont-d’Or joint-trade

organization has declared outright war on

counterfeits. �

EVERY BENEFIT HAS A DOWNSIDE. BOTH 

COUNTERFEITING AND UNFAIR COMPETITION

HAVE BEEN DRAWN TO THIS NOW PRESTIGIOUS

AOC MARKETPLACE, DESPITE THE PROTECTIVE

MEASURES PUT IN PLACE.
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FINISHING
ZEN

IN ADDITION TO BEING TRAGICALLY POLITICALLY 

INCORRECT, WE ALL KID OURSELVES IF WE IMAGINE 

THAT THERE IS A SINGLE PERSONALITY PROFILE 

THAT DESCRIBES A PASSIONATE WATCH COLLECTOR.

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

But if we put aside the Las Vegas gambler

type who having just scored big at the

tables, beelines for the casino watch shop

(strategically placed for just such moments)

and picks out something blingy to go with

an assortment of neck jewelry and open col-

lar polyester shirts, and concentrate instead

on the shrewd, knowledgeable, passionate,

a few years of strategic buying under the

belt collectors, we can form at least some

kind of mental image of a prototypical, has

a makes-you-green-with-envy collection,

watch aficionado. 

So, if we are going to deal in just a little bit

of envy or, worse, outright lust, close your

eyes if you will and conjure the image of a Fine stone polishing.
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active charger, juggling multiple tasks and

responsibilities, brooking no obstacles in his

path, juxtaposed against the tranquil zen of

the finishing chef d’atélier? With this Grand

Cayonesque chasm, indeed intergalactic

void, between personality profiles, their

paths should never cross. But they do. The

passion and drive of the first is fulfilled by the

second. It is the last adjective that makes the

bridge—they are each perfectionists. One

seeks out perfection, the other creates it. 

The idyllic setting of Le Brassus is always

soothing in its quiet. Short of absolute wilder-

ness, the Patagonian tundra, for example, it is

as far as one can get from the pulsing of a

metropolis. And it is just that quality that suits

Georges in his finishing atelier. I have been

coming to Le Brassus regularly for many years

and observed Georges at his bench on almost

all occasions. Yet so perfect a sponge is the

tranquil calm of Le Brassus, that even my rus-

tles as an intruding visitor have not before

pulled him away from complete absorption in

his work until my interview this past summer.

What struck me as we talked was how

Japanese he was in his approach to watch fin-

ishing. Two words emerged often as he spoke

about what pleased him in his work: “har-

mony” and “beauty”. His satisfaction comes

spending hours painstakingly coaxing beau-

ty from a part, working entirely by hand.

Repetition in these tasks is not a negative, it is

a positive. He is comforted by it. If this does

not epitomize zen, what does? Were he not a

Swiss, now 20 years invested in watch finish-

ing, he could have become one of the genius

gardeners arranging every twig and stone in

Kyoto’s Ryoangi temple. 

His initiation into the world of watch finish-

ing bore little resemblance to the zen of his

current Blancpain workshop. He began his

career across the Vallée de Joux in 

Le Sentier at a large manufacture that

approached finishing as an industrial process.

Finishers there worked on 50 pieces at a time,

cranking them out with automatic tools.

So what is the difference between industri-

alized finishing that marked the beginning of

his career and Blancpain’s artisanal finishing?

Georges gave a splendid example when he

spoke of Perlage being applied to a plate.

Perlage is a swirl finish which is commonly

applied to broad plate and sometimes

particularly high wattage, aggressive collector.

A supercharged, cutting-edge, thrill seeker,

tuned in, turned out, frenzied, hyperactive,

eagle-eyed, intense, no pretense, pushy, out-

spoken, well spoken, multi-processing, multi-

tasking, multi gigabit per second mental clock

rate, obsessive, recessive, demanding, unfor-

giving and most of all perfectionist collector. 

Then contrast Georges Berseth, head of

Blancpain’s finishing atelier in Le Brassus.

Old world, soft spoken, content, comfort-

able with routines, gentle mannered, relaxed,

patient, unhurried, considerate, happy with

a weekend sitting on his porch, climbing no

corporate ladders, calm, but in all ways per-

fectionist.

So how could these opposites have any

common ground? Our hyperactive, radio
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WHAT STRUCK ME AS WE TALKED WAS HOW JAPANESE HE WAS IN HIS 

APPROACH TO WATCH FINISHING. TWO WORDS EMERGED OFTEN AS HE 

SPOKE ABOUT WHAT PLEASED HIM IN HIS WORK: “HARMONY” AND 

“BEAUTY”. HIS SATISFACTION COMES SPENDING HOURS PAINSTAKINGLY 

COAXING BEAUTY FROM A PART, WORKING ENTIRELY BY HAND. 

Georges works in a

very private world: his

hands, his tools and

miniature components.

The clock is turned back two hundred years with hand craft such as this.



wish to apply a swirl. The choice of location

is not that of a machine, but that of the arti-

san. The pattern of swirls thus reflects the

finisher’s view of the finest aesthetic for the

particular plate involved. Of course the pat-

tern of swirls produced with this method is

not quite as regular as that from the indus-

trialized automatic processes elsewhere, but

in the artistic expression and slight irregular-

ity that results comes beauty.

There is another way in which Georges

Berseth has set the Blancpain finishing meth-

ods apart from the rest of the industry. When

Georges worked on the other side of the 

Lac de Joux, movement finishers commonly

worked on one type of finish for one type of

component at a time. Most finishers did not

possess the full range of finishing skills to

work otherwise.

In Blancpain’s atelier, each finisher works

on every watch from beginning to end. That

means that each finisher works on every part

of the movement and has mastered each and

every one of the multitude of finishes that a

particular movement may require. Take for

example Blancpain’s renowned “1735”. This

ultra-complicated timepiece is comprised of

more than 700 individual parts. The finishes

bestowed on those parts in Georges’ atelier

require that the finisher be the master of a

multitude of finishing types. Indeed the list of

finishes practiced in Le Brassus is dizzying.  

� File-applied Anglage (Anglage à lime)—

fine polishing of edges, done as a first

step, to achieve a flat surface angled at

45 degrees.

� Stone polishing (pierre Degussit)—this 

is a surface preparation applied after

the file Anglage.   

� Fine emery board sanding (cabron)—an

other surface preparation before 

subsequent finishes to achieve an initial

surface smoothing.

� Lathe-applied Anglage (Anglage au

touret)—similar to file Anglage but

applied with a lathe.

� Perlage—light swirls applied to the 

surface of plates or bridges.

� Côtes de Genève—a light ribbing pattern

applied to plates or bridges.

� Mirror (miroir)—a bright mirror polish

given some components such as the

Tourbillon carriage.

� Sunburst (soleil)—large swirls often

applied to the barrel or large gears.

� Carving (ciselage)—a hand carving

decoration applied to some plates such

as those of the “1735” or the Equation 

du Temps Marchante or applied to 

the winding rotors where it is used to 

produce bespoke images.

� Engraving (gravure)—the fine carving 

of words on plates or bridges.

bridge surfaces. Certainly it is alluring to

behold, but more than that, Perlage has

functional purpose, at least historically. The

fine swirls of the plates were designed as

dust traps. Particularly in the days when

watch cases did not provide the air-tight envi-

ronments that they do today, and, on top of

that, were required to be opened relatively

frequently for lubrication, the presence of

dust around the movement was rather com-

mon. The fine swirls served to trap those par-

ticles and keep them from traveling around

the movement lodging in places where they

might do harm. 

Even though most Haute Horlogerie compa-

nies claim to hand-apply Perlage to a plate, in

Georges’ estimation, the processes followed

outside of Blancpain are industrial, and that is

not a compliment. Elsewhere, the plate to be

finished is placed in machine, which precisely

positions the location of the center of each

swirl. The “hand operator” merely pushes

down on the tool, placing the cutting blades

onto the surface of the plate. The center of

each swirl is preselected and programed. The

hand work is no more than an up and down

gesture where the machine “tells” the opera-

tor what to do and where to do it.

It is different at Blancpain. When Georges

or others on his team in Le Brassus apply

Perlage to a plate, they manually place a

hand tool over each location where they
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WHEN GEORGES OR OTHERS ON HIS TEAM IN LE BRASSUS APPLY PERLAGE

TO A PLATE, THEY MANUALLY PLACE A HAND TOOL OVER EACH LOCATION 

WHERE THEY WISH TO APPLY A SWIRL. THE CHOICE OF LOCATION IS NOT 

THAT OF A MACHINE, BUT THAT OF THE ARTISAN. 

In contrast with the remainder of the industry,

Blancpain still applies perlage to a bridge 

or plate entirely by hand. Even the placement 

of each swirl is done manually.



miniscule compartments which are then

taken downstairs to Georges’ finishing

workshop. One by one Georges finishes

each of the parts, applying the particular

finishes that each requires. After weeks of

work, the tray with now gleaming compo-

nents is then taken back upstairs so that

the watchmaker can reassemble the “1735”,

make final adjustment and ready it for deliv-

ery to its owner.

B ecause it is the most demanding of his

skills, Georges is partial to working on

“1735”s. But as a maximum of two “1735”s

are produced in a year—and many years

less than that—there are other movements

that are on his personal favorites list as

well. He was quick to call out his pleasure

in working on the Repetition Minute

(enjoying the challenge of polishing the

nearly impossibly microscopic gears at its

heart), all of Blancpain’s Tourbillons (with

the gleaming mirror-finished cage, com-

plex Perlage, and delicate hand-formed

Tourbillon bridge) and the Equation du

Temps Marchante (abounding with hand-

carved plates and bridges). Although the

“1735” is the most time consuming of all,

the finishings of movement components for

Georges’ other favorites individually repre-

Not only do all of these finishing arts flour-

ish in the Le Brassus atelier, but in addition

Georges and his team also specialize in the

setting of jewels and the placing of micro-

scopic pins on certain components.  

Georges is particularly enchanted when

it is his turn to finish a “1735”. The watch-

maker, who works upstairs in the Le Brassus

workshop in, fittingly named the “1735”

room, will already have worked for months

minutely forming and adjusting each one

of the components to bring the watch to a

perfect functioning state. The watch is

then completely disassembled and the

parts placed into trays with a multitude of
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sent significant undertakings. For example,

it takes him well over a month to apply the

finishes to the minute repeater! 

If your artistic tastes run to large scales—

Christo’s “Running Fence” in Marin

County or his sheathing of the Pont Neuf in

gold lamé are two wonderful examples of

public scale art—Georges’ universe will

seem foreign indeed. Imagine lavishing

hours of feather light polishing on the cen-

ter assembly of Blancpain’s minute

repeater.  No less than eleven individual

components comprise the assembly (quar-

ter hour cam, “surprise” and minute snail)

which when put together is incredibly

small. Yet Georges applies his artistry on

each part of this assembly to a maximum

audience of two, himself and the watch-

maker who will perform the final building

and tuning of the watch. Even the owner

will never see this artwork, hidden from

view on the dial side of the movement.

Thus, the end result of Georges’ labor is

the ultimate in private art. 

Not all of his time in the Le Brassus atel-

ier is confined to component finishing.

Much of his genius is directed at develop-

ing single purpose finishing tools. He takes

credit for development of a special holder

for the bridge component of Blancpain’s

THE END RESULT OF GEORGES’ LABOR 

IS THE ULTIMATE IN PRIVATE ART.
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Tourbillon to be used in applying finishes.

He also invented a different special holder

tool for gripping winder bridges so that

finishes could be more easily realized. His

inspirations for these finishing aids come

from his observation of his fellow artisans

at work and imagining what special grip or

tool would fit the process better. 

Would his devotion to hand tools and

hand craft lead him to similar pursuits on

weekends? Not a hint emerged as he

recounted his pastimes—cooking, moun-

tain bike riding and reposing on his lawn.

The true sign of an artisan completely ful-

filled and satisfied in his labors. �

Impossible to imagine! Fully eleven hand-finished components 

comprise this repeater assembly.

The tranquil zen of 

the finishing room.

Blancpain devotees will recognize the similarity in

shape between the Tourbillon Carriage finishing tool

and the form of the Carriage itself.
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JUST WHAT DO THREE MICHELIN STARS MEAN? GOURMETS

AROUND THE WORLD EQUATE THREE STARS WITH THE BEST THE

WORLD HAS TO OFFER AS A DINING EXPERIENCE.

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
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“watch out, this is rising”. Clearly needed is a

Michelin “downward bullet”. The “catch a

falling knife” category. Two stars on the way

to none. 

To a degree Michelin just a year go has, in

fact, borrowed a page from the music indus-

try’s Billboard. It has begun designating restau-

rants in one category that it sees as on the

bubble, poised to advance to the next rank.

This is the classic ranking with an ascending

bullet. Long before this advance in the rating

system we dined at Marc Meneau’s

L’Espérance a few months before he was

awarded three stars (the first time) and at

Robuchon’s Jamin, similarly a few months

before he gained the coveted three. On both

occasions it was plain that each of these

restaurants was operating way above the two

star league. So Michelin has captured this

upper crust two star with its rising indication.

These are clearly restaurants where “two

equals three”. 

On the other hand, signaling only the risers

is not enough to capture fully all of the restau-

So, if three stars signify perfection, what is

to be gleaned from the rating of two?

The Michelin Guide breathes precious little

meaning into the category when it says a two

star restaurant is “worthy of a detour” (where

three stars are defined to mean “worthy of

a journey”). “Journey”? “Detour”? By car?

On foot? Transatlantic plane flight? What is

Michelin trying to tell us?

My own experience with two star establish-

ments has been rather turbulent. Often one

receives all the price of a three star, with the

quality of a one star (or worse). Unfortunate

combination that. These are largely former

first-rung establishments in serious decline.

Danger here. Instead of delight in finding a

restaurant full of energy, verve, excitement

and devotion to the challenge of reaching the

pinnacle, one instead often encounters desul-

tory service, tired cuisine, and high prices. 

I have long thought that Michelin should take

a cue from the music business. Recordings

which are ascending in the market are award-

ed a rank with a bullet. The bullet means

rants where “two equals three”. For tucked

away in the recesses of this always difficult to

describe two star rating are those restaurants

that have been unjustly demoted from three

to two. Sometimes this drop is the result of

simple ruthlessness by the Michelin rating col-

lege of cardinals. A star chef retires, leaving

the kitchen in the capable hands of his long-

time second (who has been running the show

for years anyway)—three goes to two, as it did

with Les Crayères when Boyer left. I can per-

sonally attest on the basis of several meals

before and one after the departure of Gérard

Boyer that there was no change in the quality

of the food, service or ambiance. A star chef

tragically dies, again leaving command in the

hands of the man who ran the brigade for

years and the widow who owns the restau-

rant. Sympathy may be doled out, but a star is

reeled in as occurred at Alain Chapel. 

Other times the drop to loyal patrons of

these establishments seems simply, breathtak-

ingly, vexingly, confoundingly, inexplicably,

unfathomably, manifestly … wrong. 

Owner/Chef Jacques Lameloise.

The dining room offers a perfect blend

of Burgundian rusticity and elegance.

MY OWN EXPERIENCE WITH TWO STAR ESTABLISHMENTS HAS BEEN RATHER 

TURBULENT. OFTEN ONE RECEIVES ALL THE PRICE OF A THREE STAR, WITH 

THE QUALITY OF A ONE STAR (OR WORSE). UNFORTUNATE COMBINATION THAT.
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It may be that more than superlative cuisine,

atmosphere and service are in play. Some have

long suspected that there is a certain ennui in

the life of a Michelin inspector. Constantly

pounded by “merely” wonderful food, the

secret clan of inspectors must need a high

Richter scale jolt, a nouvelle création, to grab

their attention and, more importantly, main-

tain the stars. Perfection and consistency it

appears does not deliver sufficient wattage.  

So there is seemingly a divide in what

moves les inspecteurs and what comforts and

pleases devotees of longstanding top three

star restaurants. In my case, Michelin has in

the recent past ripped the third star from

restaurants I know well. Very well. Favorites

that over the last several years I have fre-

quented five or six times each year. Three years

ago the victim was Jean-Pierre Bruneau in

Brussels. For nearly a decade I have counted

on him for not only one of the most ethereal

gourmet experiences in Europe, but his genius

in producing several plates that, every year

that as I mentally do a retrospective on the

great restaurant moments of the preceding

twelve months, were no less than the best

dishes in their category. 

Caught two years in the cross hairs was

Lameloise in Chagny. Lameloise is more than

a great restaurant. More than a fixture. More

than an institution. It is inextricably sewn

into the very fabric of its region. It defines

Burgundy as much as one of the great vine-

yards. Imagine Burgundy without Chevalier-

Montrachet. Imagine Berkeley without the

Minutes from Lameloise is the iconic

Chevalier-Montrachet vineyard.

LAMELOISE IS MORE THAN A GREAT RESTAURANT. MORE THAN 

A FIXTURE. MORE THAN AN INSTITUTION. IT IS INEXTRICABLY 

SEWN INTO THE VERY FABRIC OF ITS REGION. IT DEFINES 

BURGUNDY AS MUCH AS ONE OF THE GREAT VINEYARDS.



course, but not memorable. Not tonight.

This was a riveting attention getter, worthy

of being a full course. A hedonistic ethereal

foamy garlic-scented broth married with a

spear of Burgundian snails. Of course garlic

and snails are the stuff of many a homely

bistros, but Jacques’ preserved the essence

of the combination while at the same time

adding refinement and sophistication.

My first course was a classic, one that I

happily return to several times a year,

croustillant de homard. Jacques Lameloise

cork problem bedeviling many otherwise

reliable domaines), the choices were made, a

half 2000 Sauzet Puligny-Montrachet Les

Referts followed by a half Morey-Saint Denis

Les Chaffots 1999 de Hubert Lignier.

One makes the most of the salon, repos-

ing until the first course is ready at which

point Patrick, one of the maîtres d’hôtels,

arrived to guide me to my usual table. First

up was another amuse-bouche, a frothy

soupe a l’ail aux escargots. Often amuse-

bouche are simply throw aways, pleasant, of

serves cold Brittany Homard blue barely

bound with just a touch of mayonnaise and

herbs tucked between three layers of feuil-

letée, topped with caviar and surrounded 

by fresh-herbed tomato jus with just a hint

of vinegar and a soupçon of olive oil. In

many ways this classic reveals and defines

Lameloise’s philosophy. He is minimal inter-

ventionist. The core of a dish must be pure,

fresh light and only just accented by the

ingredients around it. Here it is the tomato

jus and herbs serving as wonderful counter-
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University of California. Imagine Hong Kong

without the Star Ferry. Imagine London with-

out the Royal family and Buckingham

Palace. So interwoven with Burgundy is

Lameloise.

It shook me to the core when the

announcement was made that the Michelin

conclave had pulled a star. Of course one

approaches the yearly announcement a bit

like a toothless, foolishly grinning urchin

jostling for position in the crowd surround-

ing the guillotine during the height of

Robespierre’s powers. Oh what delight in

witnessing an execution! But Lameloise???

Not only had I eaten there more than six times

the preceding year, I have been lucky enough

to venture there frequently for 15 years.

Never once has Lameloise disappointed.

Never once has even a whisper of a doubt

about the level of its performance or

Michelin stars entered into my thoughts. To

the contrary, it has always seemed to be one

of the best three stars in the world. A three

star with an ascending bullet (but of course

there is no higher rank to achieve). 

What could I have missed? What did the

secret Michelin inspector perceive? These

thoughts weighed on my mind when I ven-

tured back recently.  

So disguised in the garb of an antitrust

lawyer, I appointed myself roving inspecteur

du Guide for the evening. 

The natural rhythm of Lameloise has the

meal begin in the salon. If only urban restau-

rants could take a page from their country

cousins. A grand meal will span several

hours. How much better it is to divide that

time between the salon and the table. With

the arrival of splendid coupe de champagne

(Taittinger Compte de Champagne) and

petits amuse-bouche (absolutely perfect

feuilleté au fromage, marinated st. jacques,

croustillant de crevettes and always perfect

green olives) I could recline, armed with

ample reading material, the menu and wine

list, to plan the course of the evening ahead.

Of course it is a given that Lameloise will

have the finest Burgundy wine list in the

world, but there is an added bonus. It offers

a huge range of half bottles. As I usually

dine there alone, a rich choice of half bottles

is vital if one wants follow the classic course

of white Burgundy with fish moving on to

red with meat and cheese, yet not over-

indulge. More important, however, is the

expertise of the head sommelier, Jean-Pierre.

Not only does he take huge pleasure from

guiding guests through the labyrinth that is

Burgundy (oh, you want a Chassagne from

Morey? Which Morey?  Jean-Marc?, Albert?,

Pierre?, Marc?, Bernard?), but he is more

than happy to chat about the latest comings

and goings in the region. I always take him

up on that; so the ordering ritual begins

with the “evening news”. News concluded

(much discussion about the white Burgundy

Millefeuille de homard bleu en salade sur

une émulsion de tomates aux herbes.

Sommelier Jean-Pierre Després.

Ravioli d’escargots de Bourgogne à la

vapeur dans leur bouillon d’ail doux.

GRANDE CUISINE HAS NEVER BEEN THIS FRESH, PURE AND LIGHT.
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points to the essential sweetness of the

lobster. The other message that registers

every time I have this preparation is that

Grande cuisine has never been this fresh,

pure and light.

The lobster was followed by a nouveauté:

lotte aux haricots et poitrine croustillant. As

it turned out, not only was this new to the

card (that day) I was the first to have

ordered it. Again Lameloise’s deftness

showed through. The sweet seared monk-

fish was surrounded by two contrasting

accents: the earthiness of a foamy and sur-

prisingly light white bean sauce and the

smokiness of crisped pork belly. The sensa-

tions were triangular. Each of the three key

components played off the other two. And

one could award primacy to one to enjoy

the counterpoints of the others. Beans

made sweeter by the fish and deeper by

the pork. The pork lightened by the fish

and absorbed by the beans. A delight.

If I had been daring with the lotte, I raced

for comfort in the main course. I confess that

nearly every time I come to Lameloise I order

his pigeonneau rôti à l’emetitée de truffe.

My unswerving fidelity to his pigeon always

provokes a smile from the cadres who know

my habits and who know that I simply cannot

resist ordering this dish. But there is a reason.

Without doubt this is the finest pigeon

preparation in the world. Statements of

absolutes are dangerous, but I stand firm on

this ground having tried and failed to find its

equal elsewhere. His success starts with the

pigeon itself. Marked as “d'élevage Michon”

on the menu, it comes from one carefully

chosen supplier in Bresse. What distinguish-

es these pigeons from even the other high-

est grade Bresse brethren? First it is texture.

Is there a more overused description than

“melt in your mouth”? Steering clear of that

cliché one can describe the Michon pigeon

as simply vaporizing, vanishing, sublimating

in the mouth. Tradition forces Lameloise to

serve the dish with Laguiole knives. I have

never understood the reason. Why go to the

trouble of setting the finest knives in the

world to accompany meat that does not

require them? Second is more subtle. Pigeon

has a tendency to pick up a liver accent.

Many chefs play with this (or cover it up) by

serving pigeon with foie gras. The Michon

bird’s flavor is pure and direct without a hint

of liver. What does shine through in this

preparation is the earthiness of truffle, a

classic counterpoint to perfect rare pigeon.

The abats are sautés, and, with a tablespoon

of sauce, enveloped in a mashed potato

cylinder bound by leek. Poised on the side

is a sauté of wild mushrooms. My lack of

adventure makes me feel guilty every time

I order this dish (and hence the knowing

smiles when I do). When it arrives I realize

how perfect it is and how disappointed I

would be to forgo the best pigeon in the

world had I not ordered it. Perhaps it is here

where les inspecteurs and I really part com-

pany. I sought comfort in the perfection of

this dish; they sought the pyrotechnics of

something new.

The pigeon was followed by a first-rate

cheese trolley. Never to be missed is Cîteaux

which comes from the Cisterian abbey by

the same name, a few kilometers east of

the Clos de Vougeot. Close in flavor to

Reblochon it is somewhat milder and firmer.

Always there is wonderful selection of local

goats as well.

Pre-dessert was a crème velours chantilly

with raspberry coulis set off by a touch of

mint.

Dessert was a classic, a full assortment of

chocolate preparations. So devoted to

chocolates is Lameloise, that a separate

chocolate dessert card is offered; so one may

select from the main dessert menu or the

chocolate dessert menu. And if pressure of

narrowing oneself to the choice among such

classics as a gâteau moelleux au chocolat or

chocolate and cherries is too much, then

surrender to the grande assiette au chocolat

that is offered as an alternative. The grand

plate offers a chocoholic paradise with a

multitude of different preparations. 

L ameloise has a wonderful ritual of a pre-

coffee dessert, which is a crème de chi-

corée serving as a bridge from the preceding

dessert to the espresso. Perfect chocolates and

candied orange peel arrive with the coffee.

Was the meal of three star quality?

Applying the “civilian” standard of perfec-

tion, absolutely, unequivocally yes. Was it any

different from dozens of meals that I have

had at Lameloise over the preceding 15 years?

Absolutely not. If Lameloise were an athlete

the sports writers would say that he had not

lost a step, not taken shortcuts with his

moves, not put on unwanted pounds. The

restaurant remains in full fit fighting trim.

And what did the Michelin spies perceive?

Were there not a sufficient number of new

jolts? One can only surmise. But if they want

to go toe to toe with me on tasting notes 

I stand at the ready. Knowing that I have

eaten there more than they have, it is with

complete confidence that I can say in this

case “two equals three”. �

HÔTEL-RESTAURANT LAMELOISE 

36, place d'Armes 

71150 Chagny-en-Bourgogne (France)

Tel +33 (0) 3 85 87 65 65 

Fax +33 (0) 3 85 87 03 57

Poitrine de pigeonneau rôti à l’émiettée de truffes et ses béatilles.

Front and center le Cîteaux. Grande assiette pour les amateurs de chocolat.
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COSÌ
FAN TUTTE
NO LESS THAN AN OPERATIC ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CENTERPIECE OF

BLANCPAIN’S 2006 BASEL FAIR—A MOZARTESQUE TITLE! ACTUALLY, THE 

BORROWING OF MOZART’S TITLE SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN AS A FORTISSIMO 

CON BRIO UNVEILING OF THE NEW LINE, WHICH WOULD BE A FRIGHTENING

DEPARTURE FROM BLANCPAIN’S PENCHANT FOR RESERVE. NO, BLANCPAIN

CONTINUES TO BE GUIDED BY UNDERSTATEMENT.  

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON WITH PHOTOS FROM ANDREAS KOSCHATE
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Instead the allusion to Così fan tutte is

meant to draw a contrast between Mozart’s

musically delightful opera and the 2006 col-

lection Blancpain Women. Indeed there is

actually a clash of philosophies between Così

and Blancpain. The central proposition to

Così, and one incidentally that led to the

opera’s disastrous early downfall, closing

after but five performances, was that

all women are alike. The libretto

has two gallant soldiers place a

wager, initially, at least, light-

hearted, that their fiancées

were not like other women

and would not succumb to

seduction by other men

even if they both were

absent at battle. The counter-

proposition, that of their pre-

sumably wiser, older, and more

worldly friend, was that all wo-

men, without exception were alike,

and that their beloveds, as all

women, would not remain true.

Even in 1790, centuries before the notion of

political correctness sprouted, much less held

sway, this notion was repellant and Così

came to a calamitous early closing. And, as

opera aficionados know, the world was worse

for it as performances of Così remained rare

for decades until rather recently when it has

re-emerged for its music, notwith-

standing the message, to be

enjoyed.

So if a contrast with Così is to be drawn,

what precisely does Blancpain intend to say?

Simply, it is that women are not alike and that

women’s watch collections should reflect that.

So it is that Blancpain Women has unveiled a

collection with three new women’s lines, each

with a vividly distinct style and theme.

Blancpain has drawn a parallel between

the themes and moods of each of the lines

within the collection and flowers. 

SO IF A CONTRAST WITH COSÌ IS TO BE DRAWN, 

WHAT PRECISELY DOES BLANCPAIN INTEND TO 

SAY? SIMPLY, IT IS THAT WOMEN ARE NOT ALIKE

AND THAT WOMEN’S WATCH COLLECTIONS 

SHOULD REFLECT THAT. 
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ORCHIDÉE. The orchid is evocative of refine-

ment, classicism with a touch of formality,

and perfectly captures the mood of the

dressiest line of Blancpain Women. These

classic timepieces all feature mother-of-pearl

insets in the dial. There is intrigue in the com-

bination because although the case and full

dial adhere to Blancpain’s traditional round

watch credo, depending on the lighting, the

form of the mother-of-pearl insert embews

the watch with an almost tonneau personality.

Set within and around the mother-of-pearl

box is the full calendar display of Blancpain’s

traditional triple date moon phase watches.

Indicated are the date, day of the week, month

and moon phase. But with a subtle differ-

ence. In the men’s collections, the moon display

features a “man in the moon”. For Orchidée, it

is the “woman in the moon” and, delighting

in detail, her face bears a subtle beauty mark. 

The Orchidée case is fashioned out of

white gold, decorated with diamonds. 

I N  T I M E

THE ORCHID IS EVOCATIVE OF REFINEMENT, 

CLASSICISM WITH A TOUCH OF FORMALITY 

AND PERFECTLY CAPTURES THE MOOD OF 

THE DRESSIEST LINE OF BLANCPAIN WOMEN.
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CAMÉLIA. Large, exuberant, colorful, the

camellia captures Blancpain’s notion of con-

temporary sport. The Camélia line is the

most casual of the Blancpain Women collec-

tion. All are chronographs, featuring Blanc-

pain’s column wheel automatic Flyback

chronograph movement. Keeping in mind

that column wheel construction of a chrono-

graph is characteristic of the finest and most

traditional chronographs in the world (and

sadly not used in the vast majority of the

chronographs found on the market, which

employ the cheaper expedient of a lever

construction), it can be seen that the move-

ment in this watch is built to the same

exacting standards as Blancpain’s Haute

Horlogerie chronographs which all employ

column wheel control. Many styling cues

from Blancpain’s men’s Flyback chronograph

are re-interpreted and carried over into the

Camélia line. The cases, like their male

counterparts, are double stepped. This theme

even carries over to the sub-dials which subtly,

almost imperceptibly also are double stepped.

A fine circular Guillochée pattern is applied

to the sub-dials as well. Of course a chrono-

graph should bear Arabic numerals and the

Camélia dials follow this tradition, but

adding a feminine whimsical touch to the

form of the applied numerals.

Setting the crocodile straps apart from the

ordinary, the Camélia line features hides cut

at right angles from convention. The scales

thus run along the length of the straps, giv-

ing them a lighter ambiance.

THE CAMÉLIA LINE IS THE MOST CASUAL 

OF THE BLANCPAIN WOMEN COLLECTION.
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place of the single folding buckle of the

men’s collections, the women’s buckles

offer a double fold. Opened, the buckles

reveal the Blancpain logo formed into the

arms. Precisely guided by a light spring, the

buckles click into place offering an exterior

form like that of a traditional tang buckle. 

In this instance, the Blancpain Women

Collection, far from borrowing ideas from

the men’s line, is setting a new design direc-

tion. With a few winks and nods, Blancpain’s

designers hint that the men’s line may soon

look to the women’s line as the inspiration

for its new series of deployant buckles. �

LOTUS. A symbol of exotism, the lotus flower

hints at the chic and daring of these watches

of the collection. For the woman who wants

to break the rules and make her own state-

ment, these watches juxtapose the formality

and dressiness of diamonds, with the whim

and earthiness of rubber straps. The cases

echo this yin yang theme. The informality of

stainless steel is paired with two rows of dia-

monds. All this is set off by boldly guilloché

dials featuring a starburst pattern, and play-

fully large applied numerals. One dial variant

is even more exotic offering a flower design

surrounded by a ring of fine rubies. 

Although each of these lines within the col-

lection captures a radically different mood

and spirit, certainly not Così fan tutte, all are

faithful to Blancpain core values. The entire

Blancpain Women collection features hand-

finished and decorated automatic mechani-

cal movements. Keeping with Blancpain

practice the luxurious hand finishes can all

be admired through sapphire case backs. As

well all the watches come outfitted with an

entirely new deployant buckle design. In

A SYMBOL OF EXOTISM, THE LOTUS FLOWER HINTS AT THE 

CHIC AND DARING OF THESE WATCHES OF THE COLLECTION.
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TRANSLATION IS, AT BEST, AN INEXACT ART.

EVERY LANGUAGE ABOUNDS WITH EXPRESSIONS

WHICH SIMPLY DO NOT COME ACROSS WHEN

TRANSLATED. THE FRENCH EXPRESSION

“PIGNON SUR RUE” IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE.

PIGNON SUR RUE
advertising medium in an era when town

criers and pamphlets were the most common

means of circulating news. The richer the

owner the more ornate the façade, thus

bearing public testimony to the wealth, com-

mercial success and consideration it represent-

ed. Today, this expression has lost nothing of

its original meaning and still underscores the

fact of having a commercial address in a pres-

tigious setting. Harrods is therefore said to

have “pignon sur rue” on Brompton Road;

Bloomingdale’s on Third Avenue, and

Mitsukoshi in the Ginza district. And this

French expression carries infinitely more 

refined connotations than simply stating that

“Harrods has a store on Brompton Road”.

Most other languages lack a similar turn of

phrase to describe a straightforward point of

sale in such poetic terms. In cases like these,

the genius of a language serves to convey an

appropriate sense of elegance.

Blancpain definitely has “pignon sur rue” in

the most select environments: New York’s

Madison Avenue, Geneva’s Rue du Rhône,

Maximilianstrasse in Munich, the Faubourg

Saint-Honoré and the Rue de la Paix in Paris,

and naturally not forgetting the famous

BY MAGNUS BOSSE AND JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

New York.

New York.
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Every language has an abundance of color-

ful turns of phrase that lose a good deal of

their charm and their aptness in translation.

The French expression “avoir pignon sur rue”

is a perfect example. Originally referring to the

architectural overhang that was popular

among medieval artisans and tradesmen, who

often lived in houses with a shop on the

ground floor, gables represented a significant



Geneva.Paris, Faubourg Saint-Honoré.Paris, Rue de la Paix.
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Croisette in Cannes: it would indeed be hard

to imagine a more prestigious shopping street

or “golden mile”. 

Nonetheless, the choice of a location alone

is far from being the essential element that

determines the unique character of these

brand representations. This role is largely

played by the interior architecture, through

which Blancpain expresses a style reflecting

its strong roots in the Vallée de Joux. Take the

New York store, for example. While the exte-

rior is typically “Big Apple”, the inside faith-

fully evokes the workshop of the

Manufacture, affectionately nicknamed “The

Farm”. The walls and showcases are crafted

from finely veined cherry wood featuring an

elegant range of subtle shades. Comfortable

supple leather chairs invite visitors to take

their time and create a warm lounge-like

impression. The contrast could not be more

striking between the serenity and refinement

inherent to the boutique and the agitation

inherent to the buzzing metropolis outside.

This atmosphere undeniably provides the

ideal setting in which to discover the world

of finely crafted Blancpain creations, and to

engage in a pleasant horological conversation,

enlivened by a genuine espresso or a glass of

champagne.

Like the New York address, each Blancpain

boutique has its own distinctive face. Two

examples come to mind in this respect. The

Munich store is exceptional in that it does not

merely present a broad range of Blancpain

models amid a décor radiating perfect

distinction; in addition, on its upper floor, it

hosts the after-sales service for Germany,

with watchmakers bent attentively over their

workbenches. Naturally, one can always go

up and glance over a craftsman’s shoulder at

the work in progress. You don’t get closer to

the clientele than that! The Geneva boutique

also corresponds to highly personal demands

that make it stand out from the rest. The

noble wooden surface incorporating the

showcases also includes an antique zinc 

bar that is entirely conducive to informal

watch chats. 

After this virtual tour of the Blancpain uni-

verse, there is no doubt about it: a Blancpain

boutique is far more than a sales area. Each of

them gives pride of place to the watchmaking

art and to discovering the refinement of pre-

cious timepieces and superlative craftsman-

ship. These “Blancpain embassies” thereby

facilitate an immediate and instinctive percep-

tion of the “Tradition of Innovation”, unper-

turbed by any hint of a wish to make quick

sales. Where else can you still find such a phi-

losophy these days?

Blancpain Boutiques are located at the

following addresses:

CANNES: 27, La Croisette 

GENEVA: Rue du Rhône 40

MUNICH: Maximilianstrasse 14

NEW YORK: 781, Madison Avenue 

PARIS: 25, Faubourg Saint-Honoré 

PARIS: 8, Rue de la Paix

Munich. Munich, service center on second floor. Cannes.
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BORDEAUX
SECRETS

THE BLANCPAIN
WINE LETTER

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

One of the Lettres du Brassus wine experts is Dr. George Derbalian.

Dr. Derbalian is the founder of Atherton Wine Imports located in

Northern California. Not only has he become one of the United

States’ premier importers of fine wines, but he has acquired a well-

deserved reputation as one of the leading and most respected wine

connoisseurs and expert tasters in the world.

Each year Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of Europe and

the United States meeting with producers, owners of the finest

domains, chefs de chai, and other key figures in the world of 

wine. Throughout the course of each year he tastes literally 

many thousands of current production and vintage wines. As a

frequent contributor to Lettres du Brassus,

Dr. Derbalian will spotlight discoveries,

trends, personalities, and events in the

world of fine wine. In this second issue, 

Dr. Derbalian shares some insider 

Bordeaux knowledge.



S a i n t - E m i l i o n
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We have all seen the books: Windows

for Dummies; Office For Dummies;

Meditation for Dummies, even RV Vacations

for Dummies. The list is endless. Tai Chi for

Dummies. The books abound in multiple

languages. Provided you are prepared to

tuck your pride away (are you really ready

to acknowledge to yourself that you are a

dummy?), wear a disguise in the bookshop

(my preferred guise is that of a French

farmer—blue overalls, beret, boots,

Gauloise. Fool everybody with that motif,

unless you are a French farmer), conceal

the book in a bag, never even hint to

friends that you have fallen to this level, the

Dummy series books do, in fact, have some

appeal. 

Such a book could be written for Bor-

deaux wines. But there’s a small hitch. If it

really were a book for dummies and if the

mysteries of Bordeaux were to be reduced to

the absolute sure fire short list, the book

might just be embarrassingly short. One

page in fact. Simply list out the First Growths

from the 1855 classification, as amended

and supplemented in 1973—Châteaux

Lafite, Latour, Mouton, Margaux, Haut-

Brion—then throw in the superstars from

the right bank Châteaux Cheval Blanc,

Ausone and Petrus and call it a day. Provided

you have no financial constraints, you could

reliably and confidently buy from the list and

be reasonably assured of always having a

fine bottle. This has been particularly true

since the early 80s. The Bordelais, and par-

ticularly the upper crust, have been devoted

to quality as never before and are producing

fine wine every year. The horrible undrink-

able stumbles of such years as 72, 73, 74, 77

seem to have been forever banished.

As Ferris Bueller remarked about a vintage

Ferrari race car: “If you have the means, I

highly recommend it.” So if you can afford

to devote yourself to the First Growths, life

will be good. You will however pay for this

privilege. When I troll through the region

now and gaze upon gleaming buildings

(even the chais—for storage of barrels—

sparkle), immaculate grounds, lush gardens,

entry roads with nary a gravel stone out of

place, Châteaux proprietors dressed as if

they were ready to be photographed for the

next feature article in Paris Match, the

thought always pops into my head: “Ah, my

Bordeaux dollars at work.”

But what if you want to outwit the sys-

tem? Find the underpriced nuggets. Find the

overachievers, who produce wine of fa-

bulous quality at modest price. For that, the

one page list above will not suffice. It takes

years to have confidence that a domain has

the vineyard, commitment, and talent to

produce great wine.

Dr. Derbalian and I met this last June at

the Village Pub in Silicon Valley for a tasting

of some of his secret affordable quality pro-

ducers. Of course one can conduct a tasting

without convening at a restaurant—pieces

of bread will suffice as palate cleansers—but

as Bordeaux are intended as food wines, a

meal provides not only a more agreeable

background for a tasting, but a more accu-

rate one.

The Village Pub is a Silicon Valley monu-

ment. Here is where one comes for great

California cooking and world class star gaz-

ing. But, instead of scanning the room for

Barbra Streisand, Brad Pitt or Madonna,

which passes for substance in Southern

California, in the Pub the radar looks for

years of wine tasting experience and count-

less days in the region, year after year, to

find these hidden treasures. Before you

rhapsodize about the pastoral life on the

wine trail, tipping glasses in elegant

châteaux as you hunt for new discoveries, a

bit of freezing rain must fall. Tasting young

Bordeaux is often not pleasant. Out of the

barrel they are many times nasty tannic crea-

tures. Only experience allows great tasters to

project what they will become over time.

Said another way, will these “screaming babies

of noble origin” evolve into princes or frogs?

B lancpain’s Wine Editor, Dr. George

Derbalian has trudged through Bor-

deaux for decades always on the lookout for

the overachiever. To make his personal list,

one year’s success does not qualify. It takes a

proven track record over easy years and hard

BUT WHAT IF YOU WANT

TO OUTWIT THE SYSTEM?

FIND THE UNDERPRICED

NUGGETS … IT TAKES

YEARS OF WINE TASTING

EXPERIENCE AND COUNT-

LESS DAYS IN THE REGION,

YEAR AFTER YEAR, 

TO FIND THESE HIDDEN

TREASURES.

A R T  D E  V I V R E

Saint-Emilion
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Silicon Valley ”rock stars”, the movers and

shakers of the electronics industry and ven-

ture capital community—Scott McNealy, Jerry

Sanders, Don Valentine, Jim Clark, Jerry Yang.

A little palate stimulation preceded the

tasting of the two planned red Bordeaux

flights. What better way to start than with

the 2000 Puligny-Montrachet, Les Pucelles

from Paul Pernot. This was a perfect exam-

ple of Pucelles, focused, structured yet rich.

A lime zest nose, led to roasted nuts tightly

bound with citrus in mouth, eventually giv-

ing way to a sweet vanilla buttery finish. 

The Pucelles was a perfect excuse for

ordering the Village Pub’s signature butter

poached lobster tart. The lobster was poised

on a pastry shell lined with bits of chorizo

and onion confit. Definitely not a dish for

those determined to shed a few pounds, but

then why go to a great restaurant deter-

mined to practice self denial?

With the arrival of a brilliant duck confit

(incidentally, a classic dish to marry with red

Bordeaux), we turned to the first flight of

wines. Flight 1 consisted of 2001 Larruau

(Margaux); 2002 Roc de Cambes (Côtes de

Bourg); 1995 Roc de Cambes and 2000 Clos

Canon (Saint-Emilion). 

Larruau is essentially unknown. Its produc-

tion is miniscule by Médoc standards, a mere

4,000 cases per year. But the château enjoys

privileged locations. Its key vineyards sur-

round those of Château Margaux. The

château itself is but a short stroll from

Rausan-Segla. It is a 50/50 blend of Cabernet

and Merlot, which belying its official classifi-

cation of Cru Bourgeois, are hand-picked

and sorted.

never allowed to occur because of early har-

vesting. He has become somewhat of local

café target by often not having started pick-

ing when others around him have already

finished!

Roc de Cambes is 75% Merlot, 

20% Cabernet, and 5% Malbec.

Clos Canon is the second wine of Château

Canon. Château Canon is a Saint- Emilion

heavyweight rivaling Château Ausone in

many vintages. Wags may call these wines

“designer wines” as Canon was purchased

by the Chanel fashion house in the mid

90s. However, cattiness aside, their invest-

ment only bodes well for quality as they

have invested heavily in châteaux improve-

ments.

Clos Canon made from younger wines

than used with Canon, is 75% Merlot

and 25% Cabernet Franc.

The first flight was stunning. It was diffi-

cult to maintain the thought that these were

all bargain wines. 

The Larruau was in a word lovely. With all

the power often associated with the First

Growth Châteaux Margaux, one often for-

gets that Margaux are supposed to be some-

what delicate, charming wines. This 2001

did not disappoint. Extraordinarily forward,

it presented a beautiful red fruit nose with

delicate cherry fruit in the mouth. Already

the tannins were highly resolved and ripe.

The overwhelming impression of the wine

was elegant. It is a wine completely ready to

be enjoyed today.

It is hard to call Roc de Cambes a “secret”

at this point. Famed wine critic Robert

Parker now raves about Roc de Cambes as

the “undisputed leader” of its appellation

and terming it in 2001 as “a sensation

sleeper of the vintage”, a comment that

includes all the Bordeaux in its sweep!

Undiscovered or not at this stage, the origin

of its quality is easy to trace. The propri-

etor/winemaker of Roc de Cambes is

François Mitjavile of Tertre Roteboeuf in

Saint-Emilion. Tertre Roteboeuf is renowned

as one of the finest wines of its appellation,

so it is no surprise that Roc de Cambes has

also become a star. Mitjavile’s secret?

Ripeness. He never chooses the safe course

of early picking, always waiting for the

grapes to mature. A winemaker can adjust

for a lot of things, but not maturity that was

Gathered at the tasting with Wine Editor 

Dr. Derbalian were the maître d’hôtel and 

the chef of the Village Pub.

The “remains” of an ambitious tasting evening.

MITJAVILE’S SECRET? 

RIPENESS. HE NEVER 

CHOOSES THE SAFE COURSE

OF EARLY PICKING, ALWAYS

WAITING FOR THE GRAPES 

TO MATURE. A WINEMAKER

CAN ADJUST FOR A LOT 

OF THINGS, BUT NOT

MATURITY.
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The 2002 Roc de Cambes was a noticeably

more powerful wine. Considerably darker in

color, it was heavier, more concentrated and

tannic than the Larruau. It had a somewhat

closed dark fruit nose, which gave way to

black currants, with notes of chocolate. All of

this was backed by ripe tannins. This was a

very complex wine with promising consider-

able evolution given some time to mature. 

The 1995 Roc de Cambes was, as would

be expected, far more evolved than the

2002. Most of the tannins were completely

resolved. Its nose was well developed pre-

senting black currants. The fruit on the

mouth compressed and compact, in contrast

to the richer rounder fruit of the 2002. In the

finish the 1995 was somewhat drier than 

the 2002. 

The Clos Canon really showed its Saint-

Emilion origins. The wine had a soft silky

texture probably resulting from its high per-

centage of Merlot. In the nose and mouth it

married a melange of black fruits and ripe

vanilla oak. 

The arrival of the loin of lamb, with nicoise

olives, sunchoke puree and spinach, set the

stage for the second flight of wines.

This grouping of four was conceived

entirely differently. The first showcased a

range of wines from three different appella-

tions. This second flight showcased but a

single wine, Château Tertre Roteboeuf and

was arranged as a vertical with examples

from 2003, 2002, 2001 and 1999. 

From many perspectives, Tertre Roteboeuf

straddled the criterion for the evening. If we

were devoted to “Bordeaux discoveries”,

Tertre Roteboeuf would not qualify. On the

other hand, if our quest was underpriced

With the first sip of the 2003, it became

vividly clear that this was a Bordeaux for

Burgundy lovers! It had a spicy, racy, cherry,

raspberry nose, which set the stage for

sweet red fruit in the mouth. The oaky finish

is what gave away the wine’s Bordeaux 

origin.

The 2002 was a heavier, richer wine than

the 2003 sibling. It had a similar red fruit

nose, lacking some of the spice and raciness.

In the mouth the fruit was deeper and pret-

tier. The fruit was laced together with lovely

vanilla oak.

If the first two wines were flattering out of

the blocks, the 2001 at first rocked me back

on my heels. The initial impression was of a

wine that had closed up. Many more tannins

and a lot more structure marked its charac-

ter. Half an hour later, everything had

changed. With air the 2001 opened up con-

siderably. It was built around a core of con-

centrated tight red currants. This is a very

powerful wine loaded with compact fruit

that will carry it a long way. 

The 1999 was rounder and softer than the

others. Possessing spice in the nose, the

wine had the same intertwining of cherry

fruit and vanilla oak that characterized the

other three. Plenty of aging potential in this

one, but it was already pleasing to drink

today. �

wines, it would make the list. Tertre Rote-

boeuf is generally recognized as one of the

stars of Saint-Emilion. As wine critic Clive

Coats remarked: “François Mitjavile has

turned this obscure five hectare grand cru,

not even a Grand Cru Classé into one of the

appellations most sought after superstars.”

High praise indeed, particularly when the

wine is not priced as a superstar. In many of

its recent vintages it has nudged up against

Robert Parker’s coveted 100 point maxi-

mum. So although Tertre Roteboeuf will 

not make the picnic/barbecue/young-swell-

cocktail wine price point, it does deserve

attention as offering the quality of the

Cheval Blanc/Ausone tier of wines, at a frac-

tion of the price.

Tertre Roteboeuf is 85% Merlot 

and 15% Cabernet Franc. 

Saint-Emilion is for many the most charming wine village in Bordeaux.
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Some things require not even a smidgen of

careful thought. Number of minutes in an

hour? 60. Number of hours in a day? 24.

Don’t bother raising hands; just shout them

out when you know them. Number of days

in a week? 7. Nothing like being overpre-

pared for an exam.

Number of weeks in a year. Hands up

everywhere. 52 echos around the room.

Trouble is that’s not quite right. Sure that

number has been drilled into us as all the

other vital time stats. But it is not really true.

Every so often a year comes around with 53

weeks. For example 2009, 2015, 2020 or

2026 are one such years.

If you doubt the veracity of this frontal

assault on the catechism that there are 52

weeks in a year, consider Microsoft Outlook as

an authoritative source. Microsoft may have

incited the ire of antitrust regulators around

the globe, but not even the most steely com-

petition enforcer has questioned its ability to

fashion an accurate software calendar stretch-

ing out over decades to come. So turning a

blind eye to their deeds in the marketplace and

consulting Outlook, for example, for 2009 one

can see that indeed that year has 53 full weeks.

So when Blancpain set about conceiving a

watch that would keep track of the calendar

week, it had to deal with the reality of sporad-

ically occurring 53-week years. It would not do

to follow a rather sad industry precedent

which has seen the production of more than a

few timepieces with week of the year compli-

cations that all mistakenly adopted the com-

monly accepted, but sadly wrong, shibboleth

that there are but 52 weeks a year. Those

watches or any others built like them stumble

badly during those 53-week years. Knowing

no better, these timepieces dutifully register

the arrival of “week 1” during December. No

that would not do at all.

Thus, the Léman Tourbillon Semainier is

constructed to allow for 53-week years. On

the occasion of a 52-week year, the owner

SHORT STORIES 2006
FOLLOWING THE BASEL FAIR FROM 2006 WE TAKE A SHORT TOUR 

THROUGH SOME OF THOSE INTRODUCTIONS NOW IN THE SHOPS.

BUSINESS WEEK:
LÉMAN TOURBILLON SEMAINIER

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE:
LÉMAN RÉVEIL GMT

merely advances the week display to week1,

when week 1 arrives January 1.

The Semainier’s calendar prowess extends

beyond the week of the year indication. It is

outfitted with Blancpain’s large date display

and a day of week indication. To accommo-

date these complications, the size of the case

has been expanded from the usual 38 mm

for the Léman series to a diameter of 40 mm.

Blancpain proposes two variations of the

Semainier, in platinum with a black dial (lim-

ited edition of 88) and in rose gold with an

opaline dial (limited edition of 188).

There are those who promote watch materials

as ends unto themselves. Ceramic here. A

soupçon of Kevlar there. Add perhaps a driz-

zle of drilled aluminum. This makes the

description of a watch read a bit like a trendy

restaurant menu. Yes, it is all the fashion for

sleek restaurants to propose dishes made with

ingredients bearing exotic titles. Take for

example, yuzu. Edgy restaurants now fall all

over themselves to insert yuzu dishes on the

menu. Why? It’s just citrus. Does it taste better

because it’s yuzu citrus as opposed to undeco-

rated, untitled, bourgeoisie, ordinary civilian

lemon? Of course not. But if you get small jolts

of electricity knowing that your food bears the

yuzu pedigree or feel effervescent tingles just

from being in a restaurant that serves it (allow-

ing you to exchange knowing nods and winks

with others in the dining room), well then we

know what you are made of and can put you

in touch with your patrons.

Fair warning. Blancpain does not share

that philosophy. So when it introduced a

series of Titanium Réveil GMT watches from

the Léman collection at Basel, the point was

not that Blancpain featured titanium cases

for the sake of the material itself. Indeed,

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

Léman Tourbillon Semainier, Ref. 2925-3430-53B
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the conception of these watches did not

involve titanium at all. At the beginning of

the project, Blancpain set out to select a

material that would offer a mat or brushed

finish to the case. As it should be, the next

step was methodical testing to discover

which materials would achieve that goal and

be suitable for use in an alarm watch. What

mattered was substance: the look and the

sound transmission characteristics. The goals

drove the search for materials, rather than a

predetermined selection of materials becom-

ing an end unto itself. There would be no

yuzu watch. 

The Blancpain Bureau Technique tested

across a broad range of alloys that would be

robust, offer a brushed finish, and have excel-

lent sound properties. What testing revealed

was that a particular grade of titanium—the so

called “medical grade”—possessed all these

characteristics and better still offered astonish-

ingly strong sound transmission. Generally rose

gold is considered the best material for a watch

with a sonnerie. Until now that has been the

case with the Léman Reveil GMT whose rose

gold versions offer the loudest alarm ring in the

collection. Medical grade titanium was discov-

ered to be a full 5 db louder than rose gold!

This means that the Titanium Reveil would

sound louder while worn on the wrist than

rose gold when off the wrist!

There are other advantages as well. Of

course titanium lends itself well to a brushed

or mat finish. What it also offers is light

weight. Even equipped with a metal bracelet,

the Titanium Reveil is feather light, an ideal

property for this ultimate travel watch.

Blancpain introduced several variants of the

Titanium Réveil GMT including titanium on a

strap; titanium on a bracelet; rose gold tita-

nium on a strap and rose gold titanium on a

bracelet.

REFINED MOON:
LÉMAN PHASES DE LUNE 
Make-over television shows are all the rage.

Cloned on all continents, the format is

always the same. The target? victim? guinea

pig? specimen? test sample?——why am I

struggling to get the right word here? per-

haps best to go for neutrality—subject of the

show is trotted before the viewers so that

one can take pity on the pathetic state of his

existence. How can it be that the path of

human evolution was arrested his case at

such a pitifully low level we are all compelled

to reflect. 

Enter from stage left his salvation. Oozing

sympathy, compassion, but most of all savoir-

faire, the rescue team applies a coif here,

new duds there, a course in manners and

social graces, carefully administered lessons

in perhaps wine and food, and, in the worst

cases, a bath and, VOILÀ, from what former-

ly was a frog, out steps a prince! Yes, the

Queer Eye for the Straight Guy performs mir-

acles and is a smash hit everywhere.

Well there can be make-overs for watches

as well. But unlike the pop television series

the make-over has to be applied ever so care-

fully and thoughtfully. When you start out

with dregs there is nothing to lose. Worst

case the failures never make it on the screen.

So if instead of Prince Charming the transfor-

mation operation produces Michael Jackson

we’ll never hear about it. On the other hand

if you set out to refresh an icon and put a

false foot down, people will notice.

Thus, Blancpain had to be very deft indeed

when it set out update the Léman Moon

Phase watches in its collection. In both of its

forms—Villeret and Léman—the Moon Phase

has evolved to become more than a classic for

the house. Both Moon Phases are no less than

symbols for Blancpain. So if there was to be a

make-over for the Léman Moon Phase, it

would be best to tread ever so carefully and

with consummate skill.

And that Blancpain did. Indeed the

changes are so subtle that one extracts them

from a photograph only with careful study,

and maybe even then not at all. Size for

example. The diameter has been subtly

increased from 38 mm to 40 mm. 

A second change is not visible at all from

photographs of the face of the watch and

that is its genius. Last year at Basel in the

Villeret perpetual, Blancpain introduced an

innovation that had eluded watchmakers for

centuries—hidden correctors. Ever since the

advent of calendar complications, watch-

makers have been obliged to burden the

flanks of watches with dimples housing the

calendar correctors. Blancpain’s patented

correctors under the lugs completely remove

correctors from the side of the case—pro-

ducing clean unmarred lines in the process.

Instead they are neatly tucked, out of sight,

underneath the lugs of the watch. Not only

does purity of design result, but calendar

corrections can be accomplished with a push

of a finger on the small hidden levers, ren-

dering obsolete correction tools that other

systems require. In the new Léman Moon

Phase this innovation from last year’s perpet-

ual calendar has been imported.

The last change is visible. The dial has

undergone a subtle evolution. Inspired by

the dial design of the Aqua Lung, the Léman

Moon Phase now has boldly applied numer-

als bringing new life and verve to the dial.

Variations of the Titanium Léman Réveil GMT: Ref nos. 2041-12A30-63B, 2041-1230-98, and 2041-12A30-98A

The new Léman Phases de Lune 

avec Correcteurs sous Cornes.

Ref. 2863-3642-53B
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SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE

A SWISS COTILLION

The posters in the city of Geneva on

October 13 read “A New Caliber Is Born”,

but there was no screaming baby, not even

one of noble origin, which made its

entrance into the world that day. Instead,

this was a no holds barred celebration of

the end of years of development work of

an already mature, set for prime time cali-

ber. It was for Blancpain and the press

from around the world a special party, a

cotillion Swiss style.

which inspired the caliber’s design, finish-

ing with a Star Wars style 3D animation

fly through the movement.

The press then adjourned to two com-

bined exhibitions. The first was, of course,

devoted to the new caliber. Not only were

the design details fully viewable, but 

3D animations were playing as well.

Surrounding the 13R0 showcases, was

the exhibit “Tradition of Innovation” that

celebrates 19 world firsts and world

records achieved by Blancpain.This mark-

ed the return to Switzerland of the

“Tradition of Innovation” exhibit which

debuted a year ago at the re-opening of

the Blancpain workshop in Le Brassus and

The day began in the Cité du Temps

which occupies one of the most privileged

locations in all Geneva, on a bridge over

the Rhône only a few hundred meters

from the Jet d’Eau, symbol of the city.

There the press was welcomed by

Blancpain CEO Marc A. Hayek who offi-

cially pulled the wraps off the new 13R0

caliber and the limited edition 4213 Le

Brassus 8 Jours timepiece. Following the

themes of the article in this edition of

Lettres du Brassus, Marc A. Hayek passion-

ately explained the “Intense Simplicity” Marc A. Hayek cuts the ribbon opening the exhibition.

has been touring Asia, Europe, and

America ever since.

Following the champagne reception in

the exhibit hall it was time to kick the

festivities up yet a notch further. Blancpain

hired the famed paddle wheel steam 

vessel the Savoie for a lunch cruise on 

Lac Léman. Awaiting the assembled press

on board was a gala lunch prepared 

by Geneva’s celebrated chef, Philippe

Chevrier from “Domaine de Châteauvieu”

in Satigny (two Michelin stars, 19 points

Gault & Millau).

The Cité du Temps in Geneva. Marc A. Hayek Entrance to the Exhibition.

Scene from the Exhibition.

Musicians greet Blancpain’s guests as they board the Savoie.
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Monaco! Le Casino de Monte Carlo! Ave.

Princess Grace! Even exhaled in a whisper,

these names evoke a glamour equalled

nowhere else in the world. And the

Sixteenth Monaco Yacht Show held

September 20–23, 2006 only added to the

lustre of this renowned locale. 

But there was real substance here too. For

the Yacht Show was the occasion for a par-

ticularly noteworthy charity auction sponsor-

ed exclusively by Blancpain and the release

of an ultra rare special edition timepiece. 

The Monaco Yacht Show is closely linked to

the Association Monegasque Against Muscular

Dystrophy (Association Monégasque contre les

Myopathies, AMM). A leader in the research

crusade against this devastating disease,

AMM has received significant funding each

year from an auction held during the show.

Blancpain is proud to have been an auction

sponsor for four years running and was

honored this year to be able to step for-

ward to organize a special auction to bene-

fit AMM.

Befitting the occasion, Blancpain drew upon

one of the most complicated timepieces in its

repertoire, the world first Le Brassus Equation

du Temps Marchante, as the inspiration for

the creation of the “Only One” watch for

this year’s auction. The Equation du Temps

Marchante was one of the sensations of the

2004 Basel Fair as it was the first wristwatch

in the world to feature a running equation of

time indication. The heart of this world record

achievement was incorporated in the “Only

One”. For this auction, Blancpain fashioned

a single Equation du Temps Marchante time-

piece in a brushed rose gold case with a matte

black dial. Underscoring its uniqueness as a

limited edition of one piece, the dial bears the

inscription “Only One”. Further distinguishing

the “Only One” is a hand-carved winding

rotor, for this watch only, with the image of

the famed Lake Geneva historical sailing ves-

sel La Vaudoise. The “Vaudoise” also figured in

the appearance at the show of the colorful

Pirates of Ouchy, defenders of the smallest

independent community in Europe, for whom

the vessel is the flagship of their fleet. 

Blancpain and Prince Albert II of Monaco

joined together officially to donate the watch to

AMM and its President Luc Pettavino. In turn,

AMM turned to the famed auction house

Antiquorum to conduct the auction held on

September 22. The bidding rose quickly be-

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE

BLANCPAIN’S SEVENTH YEAR IN MONACO

Blancpain presents the “Only One” Equation du Temps Marchante to Prince Albert II of Monaco.

The Monaco Yacht Harbor: My Boat Is Bigger Than Your Boat.

Antiquorum conducts the auction of 
the “Only One” Blancpain timepiece.

Once thoroughbred vintage racing cars are

fired up to battle hill climbs and a Concours

d'Elegance in the Grossglockner mountain

in Tirol/Austria—then not much is left to

push the adrenalin level in one’s veins. But

if a true watch manufacturer joins in, a

spectacular event is guaranteed!

About 170 cars—ranging from a Porsche

914/6 to Bentleys, Ferraris, Bugattis, and a

Mercedes SSK—met for the “19.

Kitzbüheler Alpenrallye”. It was early June,

but fearlessness of heavy rain and snow

(yes—there were 3.5m high snowdrifts!)

was an essential qualification for every team.

Blancpain presented its watchmaking

savoir-vivre in a tent resembling the atelier in

Le Brassus, which quickly became the meeting

place for celebrated rallye drivers, teams, the

audience, as well as invited Blancpain retailers

and collectors.

But Blancpain—in its first year as a sponsor

of the rallye—was not content with a role as

supporting actor. The manufacture sponsored

six teams (Porsche 356, 1957; Triumph TR3,

fore coming to rest at the sum of 110,000

euros, without tax (equivalent to 130,000

euros). Blancpain’s President Marc A. Hayek

was proud to present personally this special

“Only One” watch to its owner and to assist 

in the presentation of a symbolic check to

AMM’s Luc Pettavino. 

Following the auction, as has been its tradi-

tion, Blancpain presented a special limited

edition Monaco Yacht Show series.

Particularly exclusive this year, the Monaco

Yacht Show special edition will be limited to

but seven examples. As well based on the

Equation du Temps Marchante, the Monaco

Yacht Show limited edition offers a polished

rose gold case, unique glossy black dial featur-

ing the Monaco flag and, most distinctive of

all, bespoke winding rotors. Each purchaser is

able to select the image of his choice and to

work closely with Blancpain’s master engraver,

beginning with hand drawings, to achieve the

ultimate custom hand-carved winding rotor.

With a personalized rotor, each one of the

seven watches is destined to become its own

limited edition of one. 

The day’s festivities ended with a dinner cele-

bration for the auction winner, Luc Pettavino,

and 60 of Blancpain’s special guests aboard

the Yacht Ambrosia.

1960; Mercedes 190SL, 1961; Triumph TR4,

1964; Lancia Flaminia 3C, 1965; and Porsche

912, 1966), and the best Blancpain team, the

Triumph TR4, driven by Christine and

Gottfried Fleischer from Blancpain retailer

Haban in Vienna, finished at position 62—not

bad at all for newcomers (Mrs Fleischer cele-

brated her birthday the same day: coinci-

dence?)!

Hill climbs are traditionally one of the most

challenging events and force driver and car

to deliver the best they have. Precision and

timing decide over success or failure. A com-

pelling reason for Blancpain to honor the

winner of this trial with a Léman Chronograph

Flyback Grande Date Ref. 2885F with a unique

rotor that will bear a custom image of the

winning car, in this case a BMW 3.0 CSi, hand-

engraved and carved including even the num-

ber plate! The exceptional watch was present-

ed to the lucky champion, Eberhard Mahle,

by Wolfgang Theis (Brand Manager Blancpain

Germany/Austria) and Francesca Chillemi

(Miss Italia 2003).

HIGH OCTANE MEETS HIGH HOROLOGY: 

BLANCPAIN AT THE 19TH KITZBÜHEL ALPENRALLYE!

Famous race cars meet high horology: Blancpain at the Kitzbühel Alpenrallye.

Equation du Temps

Marchante M.Y.S.
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House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi, San

Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsome, Attorney

General of the State of California Jerry

Brown, Actors Sidney Poitier and George

Hamilton. Headlining the entertainment

was Sir Elton John.

Of course the purpose of the Star Ball is

financial support of the Foundation and a

lively auction punctuates the evening’s acti-

vities. Blancpain was proud to donate a

Villeret Moon Phase watch to the Foun-

dation’s auction. The attendees were pleas-

ed as well as the Blancpain watch sold for

significantly more than its official US retail

price.

Blancpain CEO Marc A. Hayek showing

Blancpain’s commitment to support of the

Nick Traina Foundation flew to San Francisco

to attend the auction and ball.

Author Danielle Steel has been a crusader in

the fight against mental illness. Central in

her efforts is the Nick Traina Foundation,

named after her teenage son who tragically

committed suicide after battling bipolar

disease for many years. The Foundation sup-

ports a wide variety of mental health in-

itiatives aimed at preventing these avoidable

human tragedies.

One of the Foundation’s principal fund rai-

sing activities is the Star Ball held every two

years in San Francisco. This is the major soci-

al event of the season in the City by the Bay

and is attended by the West Coast glitterati.

Among those at the gathering held April 22

were former Vice President of the United

States Al Gore, Speaker of the United StatesMarc A. Hayek and Danielle Steel.

BLANCPAIN DONATES TO DANIELLE STEEL’S NICK TRAINA FOUNDATION

It was the annual Blancpain Basel Collectors’

event on the road! On the first Saturday

evening of the Basel fair, it has become a tra-

dition for Blancpain to host a gathering of

collectors in the booth for a private presen-

tation of the year’s novelties and a tête à

tête with Blancpain’s CEO Marc A. Hayek.

Unfortunately for even the most passionate

of collectors the trip to Switzerland for the

fair is an impossibility. However, for collec-

tors on the West Coast of the US this obsta-

cle vaporized, as in place of a 6,000 mile

voyage to Switzerland for the Basel presen-

tation, Blancpain came to them for an exclu-

sive lunch held April 22 in San Francisco.

The lunch was a complete sell out, with

a turnaway crowd of 90 Blancpain afi-

cionados—some of whom flew in from out

of State for the event. And aficionados

they were, as among the collectors attend-

ing were owners of such rarities as a 1735

(who wore his watch to the event), a rare

Léman Minute Repeater, several Blancpain

Tourbillons, and a Le Brassus Split Second

Flyback Perpetual Calendar. After a gour-

met Chinese banquet, Marc A. Hayek and

Jeff Kingston treated the collectors to the

same presentation given on Saturday

evening in Basel. Assisted by US Brand

Manager Marc Junod, Blancpain then pre-

sented all the 2006 novelties to the gath-

ering.

BLANCPAIN AND MARC A. HAYEK HOST WEST COAST COLLECTORS

Marc A. Hayek chats with California collectors.
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